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Note Topic: Tropical Threats

Tropical Threat Near Northeastern Florida Is Not Uncommon

The tropics have quieted down over the past week as Maria turns out to sea and Lee winds down. That may not be it for the season, however. Already we are seeing some models indicate
that a weak tropical system could form off the east coast of Florida, though there is disagreement. The National Hurricane Center shows a 40% chance of development, with the GFS
aggressive in development and the ECMWF far less so. Temperatures are forecast to be around average over the weekend there, so any tropical system could cool the region off and lessen
cooling loads marginally. We do note that the first week of October tends to be the most active and that most storms tend to track over Florida or the Southeast. After that storms may
develop but are more likely to turn out to sea. So all eyes will be on the Gulf Coast and Florida over the next week and a half to see if any more load-killing disturbances can pop up.
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Daily Note Disclaimer and Key

Bespoke Weather Services, LLC believes all information contained in this report to be accurate, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. None of the information in this report or any opinions expressed constitutes a
solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities or commodities.
The Daily Note is usually posted once or twice a day with a chart or piece of information that we believe traders would find particularly interesting for that individual day.
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